Abstract-One of the main purposes of the semantic Web is to improve the retrieval performance of search systems. Unlike keyword based search systems, the semantic search systems aim to discover pages related to the query's concepts rather than merely collect ing all pages instantiating its keywords. To that end, the concepts must be defined to be used as a semantic index instead of the traditional lexical one. In fact, The Arabic language is still far fro m being semantically searchable. Therefore, this paper proposed a model that exp loits the Universal Word Net ontology for producing an Arabic Concepts-Space to be used as the index of Semantic Vector Space Model. The Vector Space Model is one of the most common in formation ret rieval models due to its capability of expressing the documents' structure. However, like all key word-based search systems, its sensitivity to the query's keywords reduces its retrieval effectiveness. The proposed model allo ws the VSM to represent Arabic documents by their topic, and thus classify them semantically. Th is , consequently, enhances the retrieval effectiveness of the search system.
I. Introduction
Search engines are the most indispensable tools used in navigating the information published on the Web. However, having the Web as the biggest global unstructured database comp licates its machine understandability and processability. This, in turn, makes the ability to accurately acquire the desired informat ion extremely difficult. Moreover, the query words may so metimes be ambiguous since different people may use different terminologies for the same concept, Synonymous, while, on the other hand, they may use the same words for different concepts, Polysemous [1] - [2] . Thus, most of the search engines face the problem of capturing the true purport of the user's query. Therefore, the main task of the search engines is to accurately interpret the users' needs, handle the relevant knowledge fro m d ifferent informat ion sources, and deliver the authentic and relevant results to each user individually [3] - [4] - [5] .
In terms of recall/precision, the traditional search engines can be described as: with h igh-recall, they have low precision. This is mainly caused due to the sensitivity of their results to the keywords, and the misinterpretation of the synonymous and Polysemous [6] . Therefore, even if all relevant pages are retrieved, some irrelevant documents are also retrieved, which is affecting the precision. On the other hand, if some of the relevant pages are missed, this leads to low recall. Therefore, the alternative is the Semantic Search Engines (SSEs) that use the Ontological concepts for indexing rather than the standard lexicons used in the traditional search engines. Thus, the semantic search engines aim to get pages referring to specific concepts, rather than collecting all pages that just mentioned the query's keywords; which may already be amb iguous [7] - [8] . This way, the problem of expressing the same semantic concept using different terminologies can be resolved since these terminolog ies will be recognizable via the Ontological representation of that concept. Moreover, the semantic search engines can utilize the Generalization / Specializat ion properties of Ontologies hierarchy. Therefore, if it fails to find any relevant documents, it may ind icate more general answers, and if too many answers are retrieved, the search engine may suggest some specializations [7] - [8] . Th is way, the returned results will be more relevant, and those missed will be retrieved, wh ich means higher recall with more precision [9] . Unfortunately, however, the Arabic language is still not fully supported through SSEs [10] . Although Swoogle 1 , Hakia 2 , SenseBot 3 , and Deep Dyve 4 are among the top SSEs, they have lo w to no support of Arabic. As Arabic Web sites are increasing constantly, search systems that handle the semantics of Arabic Language come to be essential.
The Vector Space Model (VSM) is one of the most common information retrieval models for text documents searching due to its ability to represent documents into a computer interpretable form. Thus, VSM has a high degree of success and many researchers have focused on improving its traditional version [11] . In terms of VSM, the weight of term t in document d refers to its capability of distinguishing that document. The most frequent term in d, and least frequent in the entire document-space is the one most capable of distinguishing d. Sometimes, however, this may not be the case since the actual distinguishing concept c is defined via a set of terms scattered throughout the document in low frequency each.
This paper proposed a model for constructing an Arabic concept-space to be used as a VSM index. That enables the VSM to represent Arabic web documents by semantic vectors, in wh ich the highest weights are assigned to the most representative concept. That permits a semantic classification of the Arabic web documents, and thus the semantic search abilities reflected in its precision and recall 0values can be obtained. The construction of the concept-space is based on the semantic relationships presented at the Universal WordNet (UWN) 5 . UWN is an automatically constructed multilingual lexical knowledge base based on WordNet. For over 1,500,000 words in over 200 languages, UWN provides a corresponding list of meanings and shows how such meanings are semantically related [12] . The evaluation of VSCAS system's retrieval effectiveness, a VSM search system, presented at [13] , using the proposed concept-space index shows a noticeable enhancement against its performance using the traditional term-space.
The rest of this paper is organized as fo llo ws: Sect ion II briefly describes how the use of concepts improves the performance of the VSM. Section III states the features of the proposed model in terms of the semantic expansion and then the concept-space generation. The next section represents the architecture of the model and its imp lementation details. The experimental results and discussion are detailed at Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded at Section VI. 
II. Concepts and Semantic VSM
In Semantic Web, the terms are used to exp lain concepts and relationships, i.e., the concepts are identified by the meaning shared by the related terms [14] - [15] . When these terms are used separately to establish a term-space, as in the case of the traditional syntactic VSM , the definition of their corresponding concepts will be lost through the term-space, fig.1 (a) , and thus the generated vectors will stray in the space between them, fig.2 (a) and (b). Moreover, the most frequent term in the document may not be the most expressive one. The documents normally have a central concept, indicated by a group of related-terms, wh ich together can describe the document better. Therefore, the document's vector is accurately directed if its highest weight is assigned to its central concept. That can only be achieved if the concepts can be defined, and then used as a semantic index of the VSM . For that end, the term-space has to be compressed into its equivalent concept-space. That eliminates the dispersion and accumulates the weights of the separate terms to get effective weights for the corresponding descriptive concepts.
T erm-space vs. Concept -space VSM  The highest weights of doc.1 are assigned to both: ‫آدَ'‬ ‫'تٕٟ‬ and ‫,'اإلٔغاْ'‬ which means that the vector' s angle will mediate these two terms instead of being sharply aligned to the most relevant term, or hence concept, see Fig.2 (a) . This is also the case of doc.2 with the two terms ‫ق'‬ ‫األصس‬ ‫'اٌىٛوة‬ and ‫,'وٛوة'‬ Fig.2 (b) .
 While the term ‫'تشش'‬ is referring to the main topic of doc.1, but it takes the same value with the term ‫.'األسض'‬ That means it has the same power of representing the doc.1 as the word ‫,'األسض'‬ which is a mistake. This is obvious in the vector of doc.1 at Fig.2 (a) , which has an obtuse angle fro m the axis of ‫.'تشش'‬ This case is also appearing in doc.2 for the terms ‫'األسض'‬ and ‫,'وٛوة'‬ look at the vector of doc.2 at Fig.2 (b ) . That means that if the user uses the word ‫'تشش'‬ to get results, so doc.1 will be ranked lower than that if he uses the word ‫,'إٔغاْ'‬ which is directly affecting the recall. Moreover, the word ‫'األسض'‬ has the same weight in both documents, which means that if the user uses the word ‫'األسض'‬ in the query, both doc.1 and doc.2 will have the same rank while the doc.2 must achieve a h igher rank. This case affects the precision.
These problems are clearly avoided using the concept-space based VSM p resented at the second part of the table. The six terms are grouped to produce just 3 concepts as presented at Fig.2 (d) , (e), and (f). The representative concepts for each document receive the highest weights. Therefore, when the user asks for pages about ‫'اٌثشش'‬ or ‫'اإلٔغاْ'‬ or ‫آدَ'‬ ‫,'تٕٟ‬ then doc.1 will be returned as the most relevant. Also, doc.2 will be more associated to the concept ‫'أسض'‬ than doc.1.
In terms of vectors, this is interpreted to a clear align ment of each document to its representative concept by means of both angle and length. Also, it is clear that the vector of doc.2 is mediated between the two concepts: ‫'األسض'‬ and ‫وٛوة'‬ since both of them is representing it. By doing so, the concept becomes better able to represent the documents, which is the purpose of the research.
III. Features of the Proposed Model
In order to construct the concept-space dictionary, a traditional term-space is established first, and then converted into its corresponding concept-space. The essential tool used to extract the term-space from a given document-space is the RDI 6 Morphological Analyzer (Swift®). Swift is mainly used to identify all morphological derivations occurrences of the currently processed term. These occurrences are stored at the database and then eliminated fro m the documents -space to not be encountered anymore, and thus, terms redundancy is avoided. Once the term-space is generated, terms will be expanded using the UWN into three expansion types; Synonyms, Generalization properties, and Specialization properties. The UW N had been navigated just for the first depth of each expansion type. Each expansion is returned along with its confidence, which is used to give the expansion an appropriate degree of relevance to the orig inal term. The UWN had been invoked by 29 different Arabic dialects 7 in order to get the maximu m possible expansions, since each dialect has its own set of expansions that may not be shared with other dialects. The redundant expansions are discarded with retaining those of the highest confidences.
Semantic Expansion
The first part of this section discusses how the synonyms affect the system wh ile the second is dedicated for exp lanations about Generalizat ion and Specialization properties.
Synonyms Usage
The proposed model exp loited the synonyms in two main stages. The first stage is the semantic expansion of the term-space, as sampled at table 2. The system treats the synonyms as equivalents to the original term, and thus their morphological derivations have the same relevance degree to the term as those of the term itself, 6 http://www.rdi-eg.com/ 7 T he 29 dialects are those at: http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp , which have the following codes: aao, abh, abv, acm, acq, acw, acx, acy, adf, aeb, aec, afb, ajp, ajt, aju, apc, apd, ara, arb, arq, ars, ary, arz, auz, avl, ayh, ayl, ayn, and ayp. Note that 'arb' is the code of the Standard Arabic. table 3 . The synonyms are also used at the stage of concept-space generation, in which they are used as indicators to the terms that have a shared sense, and thus can be used to define a corresponding concept. This is declared in detail at the section of ConceptSpace Generation.
Synonyms Sample Table 2 : Table 3 : 
Samples of T erms Synonymous Equivalents
The synonyms vary in their degree of identification with the original term's meaning. Therefore, the confidence of each is used to precisely determine how their instances should increase the overall term's frequency tf ij . For example, the synonym ‫'ذعاسض'‬ of the term ‫'ذٕافش'‬ is more relevant than the synonym ‫.'ذٙىُ'‬
Generalization and Specialization Properties
Other types of semantic expansions are those for generalization properties (Super-Classes and Instanceof) and specialization properties (Sub-Classes and HasInstances). These types of expansions are used as indicators of an indirect relevance to the term. user searches for a term that is not directly found in the documents-space, the system can find generalized or specialized results using these kinds of expansion. These expanding types may also be used as Named Entit ies ext ractors. For example, the term ' ‫٘اِثٛ‬ ‫سغ‬ ', at table 4, is an instance of both ‫,'عاصّح'‬ and ‫,'ِ١ٕاء'‬ wh ich can be translated semantically into ‫'٘اِثٛسغ'{‬ is-a ‫,'ِ١ٕاء'‬ ‫'٘اِثٛسغ'‬ is-a ‫.}'عاصّح'‬ A lso, the word ‫ج'‬ ‫'جض٠ش‬ has the instances: ‫,'لثشص'‬ ‫,…'٘ا٠رٟ'‬ wh ich also can be translated into ‫'لثشص'{‬ is -a ‫ج'‬ ‫,'جض٠ش‬ ‫'٘ا٠رٟ'‬ is-a ‫ج'‬ ‫'جض٠ش‬ …}. However, the UWN is still not fully filled with Arabic Named Entit ies; that is why the Arabic Named Entity Ext ractor ANEE [16] is used instead.
Concept-Space Generation
The term-space is converted into a concept-space via two shrinking levels as described below.
Term-Space Direct Shrinking (Level 1)
This level of shrinking aims to integrate all terms sharing one or more synonyms into just one comprehensive concept. For more declarations, refer to items 2 and 4 at table 2, each of which has a d ifferent list of synonyms unless the shared one: ‫.'طٛفاْ'‬ That means that they can be merged to develop a concept gathering all synonyms of both terms as presented in table 5. The terms 11, 12, 13, and 14, at table 2, are another examp le of the direct shrinking process. The term ‫'عًّ'‬ has three synonyms as ‫,'شغً'‬ ‫,'ِٕٙح'‬ and ‫.'ِششٚع'‬ The synonym ‫'شغً'‬ itself is another term in the termspace, so these terms along with their synonyms will be directly shrieked. The other synonym, ‫,'ِششٚع'‬ is also found in the term space as its derivation ‫.'ِششٚعاخ'‬ Therefore, they will be shrieked also. The third synonym 'ِٕٗٙ' is matched with a synonym of another term ‫.'ٚظ١فح'‬ Consequently, these four terms will be shrieked to establish the concept ‫'عًّ'‬ represented at table 5. Th is way, the terms can be merged to get a richer definit ion using the full set of their describing items as depicted in Fig.1 (b) . That gives the concept a firm definition and thus a higher weight, which is exactly what is intended by this research. That high weight is the power that pulls the vectors of the germane topics to the right direction as presented in Fig.2 (c) . 
Direct Shrinking Samples

Term-Space Indirect Shrinking (Level 2)
The subsequent shrinking level is applied on the case of the transitive expansions. For example, if term A is a synonym of term B, wh ich in turn is a synonym of term C, then the terms A and C are belonging to the same concept. For example, the third term at table 6, ' ‫,'ٌغح‬ is one of the synonyms of the fourth term ' ‫,'ٌغاْ‬ so they will be direct ly shrieked. Likewise, the word ‫'والَ'‬ is a synonym of the terms ‫,'دذ٠ث'‬ ‫,'ٌغح'‬ and ‫,'ت١اْ'‬ so they are considered as direct synonyms to ‫,'ٌغح'‬ and indirect synonym to ‫,'ٌغاْ'‬ and so on. This process generates a list of distinct concepts-space in which no two concepts are overlapped as presented in Fig. 1 (c) .
Indirect Shrinking Samples Table 6 :
Term Id
Term Synonyms
IV. Architecture and Implementation Details
This section describes the architecture of the model used to extract an Arabic concept-space from Arabic Wikipedia. The architecture is depicted in Fig. 3. 
Web Documents Acquisition
This is the process of capturing the Web documents to be used as the source of knowledge. The acquired documents are extracted fro m a fu ll Arabic Wikipedia du mp 8 . The statistics of the acquired documents are described at table 7 below. 
Named Entities Extraction and Annotation
A named entity is a phrase that clearly identifies one item fro m a set of other items that have similar attributes. Examp les of named entities are first and last names, geographic locations, ages, phone numbers, companies, organizat ions and addresses. ANEE [16] Figure 4 presents a sample of the ANEE results. As presented in table 7, the overall number of ext racted NEs is 2146884, with an average of 9 NEs per Wikipedia Article. 
Annotated Documents Preprocessing
This module is constructing the system's documents space AWDS as defined at Def.1.
Def.1: Arabic Wikipedia Document-Space (AW DS) and Named Entities List (NEs)
Given Arabic Wikipedia's dump files Dump, the Documents Space of the system ,AWDS, is produced by processing the Dump files as follows:  category = {
Concept-Space Generation
This process is the core of the model, by which the concept-space index is produced. In order to be accomplished, the traditional Arab ic Morphological Term-Space MTS is firstly constructed, as detailed at Def. 2 and Algorith m 1. Then the MTS is semantically expanded using the UWN as p resented in Def.4. The terms are then grouped into concepts via two levels of shrinking as described in Def.5 and Algorith m 2. The main motive o f using the UWN instead of the Arabic WordNet is its ability to return the expansions of a given word in many dialects. Moreover, its universality enables the use of translation tools in order to get the expansions of the words that have no expansions in Arabic. The last process is searching documents using the VSM based semantic Search System, VSCAS [13] .
Def. 2: Morphological Term-Space (MTS)
The MTS of the model is defined as the set of all distinct terms that belong to the AWDS. 
Def.3: Swift Indexing and Searching
11
The indexing function of Swift is defined as:
dx = Swift_Index (scope).
Where, scope's indexes are saved at dx.
The searching function is defined as
Pos = Swift_Search(x,scope)
The searching function finds morphological occurrences of x within the scope.
Pos: list of words/positions pairs that matched the term x in the scope.
Def. 4: Semantic Terms-Space (STS)
Given MTS, a java application ,using UW N library 12 , Princeton WordNet plugin 13 , and UWN Co re plugin, is built 14 in order to expand MTS to get the semantic 9 T he Multi-Words Named Entities are taken into consideration. 10 Using RDI Swift Searcher. 11 Using RDI Swift Indexer. 12 
Def. 5: concept-space (CS)
Given STS, all items that are representing the same concept are grouped in order to generate the conceptspace which is defined as follows: 
Def. 6: Expansions-Merge
The concept-space CS is finally generated by the application of the function Expansions-Merge on the CS items to merge the expansions of all participating in the definition of the concept i in CS as follows: 
V. Results and Discussion
This section discusses the experimental results along with implementation limitations affecting them.
Experimental Results
Generated Concept-Space
Fro m the AWDS, a term-space of 391686 terms is extracted, 31200 of wh ich are NEs. Each extracted term is enclosed with its set of derivations that occurred in the document space, with an average of 102 derivations each. The term-space is then expanded via UWN with 191442 total expansions; 12% of them are in the form of phrases. The shrinking algorith m is then executed to generate a concept-space of 223502 concepts from the term-space, excluding NEs set, by compression ratio of 62 %. The amp ler concept is defined by 66 merged terms while the tighter one is just of t wo. So me of the terms are never merged; most of them are NEs, strange, or misspelled words. The first shrinking level generated 299203 groups of terms fro m the 360486 terms. The second level then condensed them into just 223502 groups, each of which defines a distinct concept.
VSM Search System Results
The demonstrated model is evaluated by measuring its impact on the effectiveness of the VSM search system, VSCAS [13] , in terms of precision, recall, and F-Measure. To do so, the VSCAS is executed three times with the same query; ' ‫ِا‬ ‫؟‬ ‫اٌطالح‬ ‫ِصادس‬ ٟ٘ ', but different indices; MTS, STS, and CS. The query is preprocessed and then expanded to be:  The highest precision's percentage was that of the experiment that used the MTS as its index. This is because, in this case, the unrelated, yet retrieved, pages are just those that have the words ‫,'ِصادس'‬ and ‫'طالح'‬ in an irrelevant context, such as '
‫الح‬ ', and ‫تغراْ'‬ ‫.'طاق‬ They are just 12 pages. However, despite its high precision, this experiment's recall is the lowest, since it ignored all those semantically relevant pages, which are 32.
 The system's precision decreased in the second experiment; when it used the STS indexing. The main reason of that is the phrases' handling shortage, detailed at B-6. Owing to that shortage, the expanding phrase ‫ٔٛٚ٠ح'‬ ‫'طالح‬ is t reated as two words, and hence all documents related to the word 'ٞٚٛٔ' solely are also retrieved. That yields the retrieval of documents about ‫ٔٛٚ٠ح'‬ ‫,'أدّاض‬ ' ٚٛٔ ‫تشٔاِج‬ ٞ ', ' ‫اإلِاَ‬ ‫'إٌٛٚٞ‬ … etc. Therefore, the overall irrelevant retrieved documents are increased by other 10 to be 22 documents in total. Nevertheless, the recall is increased since the missed relevant documents are decreased to be just 24 instead of 32, as 8 of them are semantically retrieved due to the expansions ‫,'وٙشتاء'‬ and ‫ٔٛٚ٠ح'‬ ‫.'طالح‬  As for the third experiment, which used the conceptual index CS, the precision increased again, but not to the extent of the first case, since the phrase handling problem still affecting it. Th is time, the phrase ' ‫شّغ١ح‬ ‫'خال٠ا‬ caused the retrieval of additional 6 irrelevant documents related to the term ‫'خال٠ا'‬ as ' ‫خال٠ا‬ ‫,'جزع١ح‬ ‫ٔثاذ١ح'‬ ‫…'خال٠ا‬ etc. Ho wever, the recall is increased to the extent that makes the F-Measure of this experiment the highest one. That is due to the semantic retrieval of most of the relevant documents. It just ignored 3 documents concerning ‫,'إشعاع'‬ and 'ٖ ‫اٌّ١ا‬ ‫,'دشوح‬ as these terms are not present in the concept's definition itself. 
Implementati on Limitations
Using the proposed model has enhanced the performance of the VSM search system; however, there are many difficulties and limitations that affect the overall effectiveness. These limitations are discussed below.
Arabic Language Processing Difficulties
The Polysemy problem is one of the main difficu lties affecting the operation of concepts extraction. The Polysemy problem means that the same keywo rd may have different meanings depending on its context or its vowelizat ion as the word 'َ ‫عـ‬ ‫.'طـ‬ The non-vowelized form of the word ‫'طعُ'‬ is amb iguous between two words; 'ُ ْ ‫ع‬ َ ‫,'ط‬ and 'ُ ْ ‫ع‬ ُ ‫.'ط‬ Moreover, the vowelized word 'ُ ْ ‫ع‬ ُ ‫'ط‬ itself is contextually amb iguous. It may refer to ' ُ ْ ‫ع‬ ُ ‫'ط‬ for ' decoy', or 'ُْ ‫ع‬ ُ ‫'ط‬ for ' vaccine'.
At the semantic expansion stage, the ambiguous term may be expanded with a wrong sense, and; therefore, it will be categorized as a wrong concept. This, consequently, will affect the shrinking process since the word will be grouped with others belonging to that wrong concept. For example, while the word ‫,'طعُ'‬ at table 8, contextually means 'ُ ْ ‫ع‬ ُ ‫'ط‬ for 'decoy', it is recognized by UWN as 'ُ ْ ‫ع‬ ُ ‫'ط‬ for 'vaccine' and thus expanded to ‫.'ٌماح'‬ Swift then aggravated the problem as it matched the morphological derivation ' ‫'طعّ١ٗ‬ of the word ‫,'طعُ'‬ means 'taste', to the word ‫'طعُ'‬ already expanded to 'decoy'. That generated a meaningless concept defined as ‫طعُ{‬ ‫ٌماح,‬ ‫طعّ١ٗ,‬ ‫.}فالفً,‬ Polysemy and Ambiguity Problems The Prefixes and Suffixes uncertainty yield other matching erro rs as presented in the second group of the table. The terms ‫'ع١ذ'‬ and ‫'وٕذٞ'‬ are grouped because the words 'ٞ ِ ‫َذ‬ َٕ ‫'و‬ and 'ٞ ِ ‫ذ‬ ْ َٕ ‫ف‬ َ ‫'أ‬ are considered as derivations of the stem 'َٜ ‫َذ‬ ٔ', with prefixes ‫َـ'‬ ‫'و‬ and ‫َـ'‬ ‫ف‬ َ ‫,'أ‬ which is wrong.
Morphological Analysis Limitations
The Swift module sometimes results in some indexing, and hence searching, errors. That causes the cancelation of several morphological occurrences of the terms, which yields redundant term-space.
However, the designed system solves this problem by grouping the redundant terms based on their shared synonyms. This case is sampled at table 9.
T erm-space Redundancy and synonyms Sharing 
UWN Limitations
UWN has some limitations that affect the system's results. The firs is related with the confidence value, which may give inaccurate or wrong impression about the relevance between a term and its expansion. It may give a low value for a highly confident expansion and the vice versa. Moreover, while the valid confidence value ranges between 0.0 and 1.0, it so metimes exceeds that limit. That is due to the comb ination of information fro m two sources, according to Gerard de Melo [12] , which together give more than 1.0.
Another issue is that not all UWN expansions are accurate. They sometimes are incorrectly categorized, while other t imes they are overlapped in d ifferent categories. Moreover, they may not be an expansion of the term at all. For example, at table 10:
1. The words ‫'جّاسن'‬ and ‫'اعرخذاَ'‬ are not expansions to the term ' ‫ذما‬ ‫ٌ١ذ‬ '.
2. Even the word ‫'اعرخذاَ'‬ is not a true expansion; it takes the highest confidence, which, to make things worse, exceeds 1.0.
3. The word ‫'أوثش'‬ is duplicated as a synonym for the term ‫.'ص٠ادج'‬ That comes fro m the use of different dialects; however, the redundant expansions must have the same confidence.
NEs Extraction Limitations
The performance of A NEE as a whole is acceptable; however, it has some deficiencies. The first is the extraction of non-NE as sampled in table 11-A. Also, the NEs may so metimes be misclassified, see table 11-B. Moreover, it suffers fro m the contextual ambigu ity, as presented in table 11-C. The last problem is the overlapping of categorization such as:
The NE ‫اٌّرذذج'‬ ‫'اٌٛال٠اخ‬ is categorized as Person, Location, and Organization. In th is case, the outermost annotation is taken as the categorization result, wh ich may sometimes be incorrect. 
Wikipedia Misspellings
Since W ikipedia is originally based on the community efforts, it sometimes contains misspelling errors, wh ich are unrecognizab le by neither UWN nor Swift, and thus cannot be conceptualized, even if they are crucial terms. These misspellings may be caused by the adhesion of two or more wo rds as ‫,'ٚأوغج١ٓ'‬ ‫,'ٚاألعاص١ش'‬ ‫,'ِٕٚاش١ش'‬ ‫,'اٌخاِغحٚرٌه'‬ ‫,'ِ١ىأ١ىااٌىُ'‬ or by the word's spelling itself as ‫,'جٌٛٛج١ا'‬ ‫,'تّغٕط١ظ'‬ ‫.'وٙشِائ١ح'‬
Implementation Deficiencies
The main defect of the system imp lementation is the capability o f indexing and analy zing phrases. This shortage is the main reason for CS and STS precisions' dropping. The set of all expansions of such term are collected in one sentence as a set of words separated by spaces to be indexed by Swift. This index is then used for searching fo r their mo rphological occurrences within the documents -space. Actually, this approach caused a problem in dealing with the phrasal expansions, since the phrase will not be identifiable fro m the rest of other words. So, for examp le, when the word ‫'طالح'‬ was expanded to the phrase ‫ٔٛٚ٠ح'‬ ‫,'طالح‬ it was handled as two separate words. Consequently, the irrelevant documents about ' ٞٚٛٔ' were retrieved, and; therefore, the precision is affected. In order to solve that problem, each expansion must be indexed as a standalone object, and thus the phrases will be discriminated, and will be searched for as a whole. However, the main hindrance of doing so is the excessive memory consumption caused by this indexing approach, wh ich in turn hangs up the overall search process.
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
Arabic Language is the mother tongue for 23 countries and more than 350 million persons. Nevertheless, it is still far fro m being semantically searchable. This paper proposes a model for producing an Arabic Concepts-Space to be used as the index of Semantic Vector Space Model. The Vector Space Model is one of the most common informat ion retrieval models for textual documents, due to its ability to represent documents into a computer interpretable form. However, as it is syntactically indexed, its sensitivity to keywords reduces its retrieval efficiency. In o rder to improve its effectiveness, we proposed a model for extracting a concept-space dictionary, using the semantic ontology UWN, to be used as a semantic index instead of the traditionally used term-space. The proposed model enables a conceptual representation of Arabic documents space, which in turn permits the semantic classification of them and thus obtaining the semantic search benefits. The system's experimental results showed an enhancement of the F-Measure value to be 81.62% using the semantic conceptual indexing instead of 63.04% using the standard syntactic one. Still, the model's imp lementation suffers some limitat ions. Consequently, the above results will certain ly be improved if those limitations are overcome. And so, we are wo rking on solving the ambiguity problem by discriminating the meaning contextually. Moreover, we are working on refining the processing of the phrasal expansions. That will improve the results noticeably since 12% of the semantic expansions are in the form of phrases.
